
Tahoe Pontoons Aspen 22 RFC
Brief Summary
The Tahoe Aspen 22 RFC is a large fishing-oriented pontoon boat with comfortable seating and plenty of

premium features. The rugged pontoons are notable for their integrated spray shields, which are part of the

leading edge of the pontoons, as well as the re-enforced side keel which help protect the pontoons from

docking damages.

Price
Base Price

Prices, features, designs, and equipment are subject to change. Please see your local dealer or visit the

builder's website for the latest information available on this boat model.

Key Features
23" Pontoons with side protector keels

Deluxe Captain’s Chair with seat slider

Deluxe Fiberglass Helm stand with integrated sink

AM/FM CD Stereo

Premium Mooring Cover

Tilt Steering (No feedback)

Cooler

Built in Dock Light

Deluxe Sun Deck

All Aluminum Seat Box Frames with Dry Storage

Test Results

RPM MPH Knots GPH MPG NMPG STAT. MILE NM dBa

800 2.1 1.8 0.2 14 12.17 454 394 53

1000 2.3 2 0.2 11.5 10 373 324 54

1500 4.4 3.8 0.5 9.67 8.41 313 272 69
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RPM MPH Knots GPH MPG NMPG STAT. MILE NM dBa

2000 5.9 5.1 0.8 7.38 6.41 239 208 73

2500 7.7 6.7 1.1 7.29 6.34 236 205 73

3000 9.5 8.2 1.7 5.73 4.98 186 161 73

3500 12.5 10.9 2.2 5.68 4.94 184 160 74

4000 15.5 13.5 3 5.17 4.49 167 146 77

4200 16.8 14.6 3.5 4.79 4.16 155 135 79

View the test results in metric units
TahoeAspen-chart.jpgImage not found or type unknown

Specifications

Length Overall 22' 0''

BEAM 8' 6''

Dry Weight 1,560 lbs.

Tested Weight

Draft ~

Draft Up

Draft Down

Air Draft
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Deadrise/Transom ~

Max Headroom ~

Bridge Clearance ~

Weight Capacity

Person Capacity

Fuel Capacity 36 gal.

Water Capacity ~

Length on Trailer

Height on Trailer

Trailer Weight

Total Weight

Aft Deck

Salon Inside Width

Salon Fore & Aft

Salon Height

Salon Volume

Galley Volume
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Master SR Width

Master SR fore & Aft

Master SR Overhead

Master SR Volume

Eng. Room Volume

Acceleration Times & Conditions

Time to Plane N/A

0 to 20

Ratio 2.33:1

Props 13'' PC

Load Load: 2 persons, Fuel: 1/2 full, Water: none, Gear: minimal

Climate Temp: 52 deg., Humid: 78%, Wind: 5 mph, Seas: min. chop

A Feature Rich Fishing Pontoon

By Captain Keith Burton

So, you are thinking about buying a new pontoon boat for your family, but you are also looking for an ideal

fishing platform. The 2005 Aspen 22 RFC could just be what you are looking for.

Tahoe’s designers and engineers clearly were listening to their customers when they set out to build this

pontoon boat. Throughout are details that make the Tahoe Aspen 22 RFC a pontoon boat that can meet a

wide variety of demands without compromising.

Every pontoon boat offers a large stable platform for fishing or water-borne activities as well as the ability to

get into shallow waters where some of the best fishing can be found. So what is left is how the boat works,

and in this case, this boat satisfies.
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Impressive Design

The Tahoe Aspen 22 RFC is a large fishing-oriented pontoon boat with comfortable seating and plenty of

premium features. This boat’s rugged pontoons are notable for their integrated spray shields, which are part

of the leading edge of the pontoons, as well as the re-enforced side rub strip which help protect the

pontoons from docking damages.

On deck, the bow seating area features two comfortable fishing seats mounted on sturdy aluminum boxes

instead of the normal pedestal seats. This is a much more sturdy way to mount such seats and you get a

handy storage compartment beneath.

The bow fishing seats swivel and have storage netting attached to the backrests for fishing gear. There is

also storage netting on the bow door. Underneath the port side fishing seat is a livewell. A storage

compartment is under the starboard seat.

Two large bench seats are behind those. We liked the removable cupholders that can be slid in between the

lower and upper cushions on the bench seats, and the large storage areas underneath the seats. Like the

boxes under the fishing seats, the beach seats are supported by durable aluminum construction, no wood or

plastic is used. Also, Tahoe uses a special soft vinyl and multi-density foam in the seat materials, which

return to their shape after compression. This method of construction means the seats will last longer and not

wilt from years of use. There is also a small table is sturdy and very easy to install.

Helm Features

Getting aboard amidships is a snap as the Tahoe features port and starboard boarding areas with wide

doors.

The command console includes a sink with a freshwater faucet, deck lighting and two storage

compartments, a smaller one for such items as keys and a wallet, and a larger compartment big enough for

a small cooler.

The helm has black on crème colored gauges including a gps and fishfinder. We felt the gauge design was

unexpectedly upscale for a fishing-oriented pontoon boat.

Lighted rocker switches control the auxiliary electrics, which are backed-up with circuit breakers, so no fuses

will ever need to be replaced. A marine-use cd player radio is located to the left of a premium-looking tilting

steering wheel. A fire extinguisher is mounted just below the helm.

Stern Features

The rear section of the Aspen 22 RFC continues the roomy comfort of the bow area. Just behind the

captain’s chair is a compartment with a padded top that is the home of a fold-out changing room for some

onboard privacy.

The rear port side bench also opens for more storage. Just behind that seat is another large compartment.

The padded top opens to reveal a large standing-level livewell compartment. And behind the livewell, there

is easy access to the engine’s fuel bulb.

At the stern are two more fishing seats also mounted on aluminum boxes. There you will find corner storage

compartments like at the bow. Instead of a livewell like at the bow, the starboard seat base has a built-in
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tackle box.

Performance

Over the water the Tahoe Aspen 22 RFC handles well and provides a smooth ride over most conditions.

That ride certainly will be appreciated for those long treks to your favorite fishing spots. Turn-in at the helm

is easy and the boat is a predictable handler.

Equipped with a modestly powered 50 horsepower Mercury EFI Big Foot 4-stroke outboard, we recorded a

top speed of 16.8 miles-per-hour at 4,200 rpm. While speed is not this boat and engine’s strength, efficiency

certainly is.

At its 5.9 miles-per-hour cruise speed, the Mercury turns 2,000 rpm, and delivers 7.3 miles-per-gallon and a

cruise range of nearly 239 miles.

Clearly, we saw a lot to be impressed with in our test of the Tahoe Aspen 22 RFC. It is a well engineered

and designed pontoon boat, which offers excellent fishing-oriented features that would be appreciated by

any angler. And, you get the added benefit of a changing room and the space to bring along some friends.
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